Sampling

Sampling is the process of selecting a limited number of assets from a larger group of assets while still obtaining enough information from the characteristics of the sample to enable you to draw and support a reliable conclusion about the portfolio of assets.

Sampling is often used in your review or assessment of the adequacy of an association’s policies, underwriting standards, risk management functions, and the overall quality of its asset portfolios. Sampling enables you to verify the association’s compliance with safe and sound lending standards, regulatory requirements, and its internal underwriting policies and procedures. Examples of sampling in the examination process include:

- Testing the level of reliance that you can place on the association’s Internal Asset Review (IAR) program in general and for the purpose of including the results of the IAR program in meeting minimum examination review coverage standards.
- Testing the adequacy and reliability of an association’s internal controls and credit risk management systems.
- Testing or verifying the adequacy of the association’s compliance management program and overall compliance performance.
- Determining if an expansion of the asset review is needed.

The objective of sampling is to provide statistical information about a portfolio of assets by examining a few selected assets. For loan sampling, such statistical information might include:

- Loan and documentation quality
- Adherence to underwriting standards
- The difference between an institution’s IAR classifications and those of the examiners.

Using a limited sample of assets involves an inherent risk of sampling error, which is the risk that the quality of assets selected for review will not be representative of the overall portfolio. The cost associated with sampling error depends on the ramifications of the error. An incorrect conclusion for a risky portfolio in a savings association with little capital has a different impact than a similar error on a low risk portfolio in a savings association with a substantial capital buffer.
Generally, increasing the size of the sample reduces sampling risk. Large samples are costly and time consuming, so you must balance the risk of sampling error against the burden and cost of reviewing large samples. This Handbook Section provides sampling guidance designed to allow you to limit the number of assets you review while mitigating sampling risks.

While sampling is used in asset quality, compliance, and fair lending reviews, the sampling procedures discussed in this Handbook Section relate primarily to transactional testing for asset quality reviews.

**Sampling Techniques**

You will use different sampling methodologies depending on the type of review. There are two ways to select samples:

- Randomly, based on a statistical or systematic approach
- Nonrandomly, based on specific insights (judgment) or particular asset characteristics

You are likely to use both statistical and judgmental samples in the examination process. Examples of statistical sampling are dollar proportional and numerical interval sampling. Examples of nonrandom or judgmental techniques are minimum dollar cut-off and selecting specific loans based on early performance problems.

The benefits of using statistical sampling include:

- The ability to quantify results and relate them to the larger group.
- The ability to quantify sampling risk.

The benefits of using judgmental sampling include:

- Effective use of examiner experience.
- Targeted review of areas where prior information suggests asset quality issues exist.

**Statistical Sampling**

With statistical sampling, the objective is to form conclusions based on the sample that you can apply to the entire population with a calculated level of confidence.

**Numerical Interval Sampling**

In numerical sampling, each individual item in a portfolio is equally likely to be chosen. For example, loan files may be arranged by loan number, and each nth file is selected for review (where n is the interval between samples you select for review, such as each 12th file). OTS does not generally use numerical sampling in examinations.
Dollar-Proportional Sampling

In dollar-proportional sampling, each dollar in a portfolio is equally likely to be chosen. As a result, the likelihood that a loan will be chosen is proportional to its size. Larger dollar loans will tend to be selected, but not exclusively. With dollar-proportional sampling, you use a running total of dollar amounts in the portfolio from which you are sampling and choose each nth dollar. The loan with which that dollar is associated is selected for review. A dollar-proportional sample will consist of all items that either:

- Are larger than the selected dollar interval or
- Cause the running total of the list to exceed the dollar interval.

For purposes of sampling an association’s internal loan review program, you might wish to set a dollar interval of three percent of generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) equity capital (see below for more detail on selecting an interval). Therefore, for an institution with GAAP equity capital of $100 million, the dollar interval is $3 million.

Selecting an interval

- From a random start on a list of loans being reviewed, start adding the dollar amounts of the loans, moving down the list.
- When an item causes the running total to meet or exceed the dollar interval ($3 million in this example), select that item for review.
- Each time you select a loan, reset the running total to zero.
- Then add up loan amounts until you reach $3 million again and include in the sample the item that makes the running total equal or exceed $3 million.
- You may round or truncate amounts to eliminate immaterial amounts for easier adding. For example, you may round a $1,234,567 to $1,235,000.
- Continue adding items as you go down the list and select the item that causes the running total to meet or exceed $3 million.

Using this example, you will have selected all individual items with a book value in excess of $3 million for the sample. You will also have selected smaller items that cause the running total to meet or exceed $3 million for testing.

Calibrating a Statistical Sample

The key issue when designing a sample is how close you want your sample estimate to be representative of the actual portfolio characteristics. The costs of sampling error can help guide your choices. In an institution with relatively little capital plus reserves, you have less room to make a mistake (tolerance for error) in your estimates of nonperforming loans than in an institution with a larger cushion to absorb
losses. This margin for estimation error will generally be expressed as a percentage of an institution’s capital plus reserves and will depend on your evaluation of its current condition, past evaluations of the quality of its policies and procedures, and the materiality of the portfolio being reviewed. For established portfolios at institutions with well-tested processes, a range of 15 to 20 percent of capital plus reserves may be acceptable. A larger margin suggests a smaller sample would suffice. For new lines of business or institutions with less reliable internal processes, limits of 5 to 10 percent may be appropriate, which indicates the need for larger sample size.

The second issue in choosing a sample size is the probability that your estimate will be within your desired range around the true parameter (confidence level). Any statistical estimation process involves some degree of error. There will always be some difference between your estimate and the true parameter value purely due to chance. This is particularly important when testing an institution’s IAR, where you are comparing your estimates to those of the institution. In that case, you want to be able to distinguish between differences that are due to disparities in the actual evaluation processes as opposed to those that are just a reflection of insignificant random variations. Nonstatistical or Judgmental Sampling

There are several types of nonstatistical sampling that you might use in the examination process. The two most commonly used are minimum cut-off sampling and judgmental selection.

**Minimum Cut-Off Sampling**

You may determine that it is best to use minimum cut-off sampling to analyze nonhomogeneous items. This sampling method selects all items with a value equal to or greater than a cut-off amount. The following example shows the basic steps to select the items to review in minimum cut-off sampling.

- Determine the approximate book value of the nonhomogeneous loans in the portfolio. Include any unfunded commitments in selection. You can do this with internal management reports or a Thrift Financial Report.

- Set a target range for a percentage of that outstanding balance plus any unfunded commitment to review. (See Sampling Guidelines for Nonhomogeneous Assets below.)

- Select a cut-off for the dollar value of the balances of loans to review. A good starting point might be 0.25 percent of total loans or 2.5 percent of the institution’s Tier 1 capital, rounded to a convenient number. Select all loans at and above the dollar cut-off in the population you are sampling.

- Calculate the percentage of portfolio value selected. If the percent selected is significantly different from the target percent, adjust the cut-off so that the percent selected falls within the target range.

You can use the minimum cut-off sampling methodology to review the underwriting standards used by an association for its nonhomogeneous items.
Note: You may also use dollar-proportional sampling to independently sample nonhomogeneous loans instead of the minimum cut-off method since it also selects loans with individual book values over a certain material dollar interval/amount (as well as smaller loans). This method is particularly useful for portfolios with an extreme variance in dollar amounts or that you cannot divide between homogeneous and nonhomogeneous loans.

**Judgmental Selection**

You may use judgmental selection in asset quality reviews. Judgmental sampling may be justified when you have prior knowledge about a portfolio that can help to focus your review on particular concerns. Using your prior knowledge, a judgmental sample is deliberately structured to select a sample populated with known examples of the attributes or characteristics of concern. The feature that distinguishes judgmental from statistical sampling is that each item in the universe does not have an equal or random chance of being selected. While judgmental sampling can highlight risk and streamline a review, it cannot support a statistically valid projection of sample results to the portfolio.

Judgmental sampling can help to identify issues within a given area. You can use judgmental selection, for example, to:

- Sample nonhomogeneous items that may have a greater than normal probability of being adversely classified.
- Test the effect of or compliance with specific underwriting criteria, policies or procedures.
- Expand a systematic sample if that sample did not cover significant subcategories or if you need to isolate a problem.
- Identify ways in which to divide a portfolio into groups that may then be examined with statistical samples. For example, a judgmental sample may help to determine whether to divide a mortgage portfolio by geography or loan type before using statistical sampling on each subgroup.

The number of judgmental samples depends on the circumstances at each association. The number of samples required generally corresponds to the number of issues you want to address, although you may be able to use one sample for a number of issues.

The method for selecting a judgmental sample and the size of the sample will also depend on the circumstances at each association as well as the purpose of the sample selection. When expanding an initial sample using judgmental selection, expand the size of the sample only by the amount necessary to provide sufficient additional information to determine the cause or extent of a problem. However, you should exercise discretion. In some cases, other, more efficient means are preferable to selecting an expanded sample. For example, if you notice a slight increase in delinquency for a certain group of homogeneous loans, it may be due to a change in underwriting criteria, economic, or other factors for which sampling additional loan files may be unproductive. Conversely, if underwriting standards for those loans have not changed, sampling may highlight an inconsistent application of underwriting
standards or poor loan administration and collection efforts. If you foresee a substantial increase in sampling effort, assess and balance the effect of this increase of total examination time against the value of the information such an increase may yield versus the need to move the examination forward.

**Sampling Guidelines for Homogeneous Assets**

For the purpose of this Handbook Section, “homogeneous assets” are typically underwritten based on common, uniform standards. They include one- to four-family residential real estate loans, home improvement loans, home equity loans, owner-occupied manufactured housing loans, other residential property loans, consumer installment loans and leases, consumer credit cards, personal overdrafts, and personal loans on deposits. Because homogeneous loans and leases are generally classified based on delinquency status, you should primarily use sampling to determine whether the association consistently follows prudent underwriting standards, rather than to assess the adequacy of the IAR program.

The first step is to determine the extent that sampling of homogeneous assets is necessary. This should be based on:

- Your assessment of the risk profile of the various loan portfolios,
- Adequacy of an association’s underwriting policies and standards,
- Asset acquisition policies and practices,
- Internal controls,
- Portfolio performance, and
- The structure, administration, scope, and risk profile.

You should sample higher risk, new loan types (or new sources), and marginal or poor performing loan segments. Sampling may also be necessary to verify that the association follows interagency policies for nontraditional mortgage loans, account re-aging, payment deferral or loan renewals and exception-based approvals, because practice may vary from stated policies. The coverage and results of the association’s IAR program for homogeneous assets is also a factor in the level of sampling needed. The association’s IAR program should follow the classification requirements of the Uniform Retail Credit Classification and Account Management Policy (See CEO Memo 128 dated July 27, 2000). The policy is discussed in Appendix A, Section 261 of the Examination Handbook.

Begin with a top-down approach to review overall portfolio performance, including all significant subcategories of assets. Use electronic loan data, if available, to facilitate your portfolio evaluation and sample selection. With respect to loans made since the previous examination, determine if the association is using prudent underwriting standards and is exercising proper lending controls. This is particularly important for exception-based loan approvals. With respect to loans made in prior periods, evaluate asset quality by reviewing overall portfolio performance. If seasoned loans display performance problems, determine the cause of the problems, such as poor underwriting, high-risk loan products (such as high loan-to-value (LTV), option adjustable rate mortgage, and low documentation), or
economic factors, and evaluate the effect that such factors have on the association’s asset quality. Be alert to permissive or poorly supervised re-aging, restructuring, deferral, or rewriting policies that may mask delinquency problems. Also, be alert to poor loan administration and collection efforts, which may give rise to higher delinquency in seasoned portfolios. (See the Uniform Retail Credit Classification and Account Management Policy – CEO Memo 128, July 2000 for a discussion on re-aging.)

If the IAR program is adequate and underwriting standards and asset quality are sound, the sampling of homogeneous assets can be minimal; however, sampling should be more robust for higher risk assets and for associations with subprime lending programs with an aggregate credit exposure greater than or equal to 25 percent of its tier 1 capital, or when the institution originates and sells subprime assets but does not retain them. (See CEO Memo 137, Expanded Guidance for Subprime Lending Programs.) If you determine that the IAR program is inadequate or fails to cover some loan types, if you have performance or underwriting concerns, or if the association has a subprime lending program, you should select a sufficient sample of homogeneous assets for review to enable you to assess the association’s asset quality.

**Sample Selection for Homogeneous Assets**

Select a sample of homogeneous assets to review (see Appendix B, Sample Methods). Focus your selection on high-risk areas and in areas where you have performance or underwriting concerns. Select loans made during prior review periods as necessary to evaluate the association’s asset quality, particularly when the overall loan performance of those loans is a concern. Consider including each of the following subcategories in your sample of homogeneous assets:

- Loan or investment types for which exceptions were reported in the last examination;
- High risk loan or investment types;
- High loan-to-value loans;
- Loans with inadequate documentation of the borrower’s ability to pay;
- Nonamortizing or negatively amortizing loans;
- Loans made as exceptions to stated underwriting policies;
- Loan types that have experienced a high level of re-aging, restructuring, deferrals, or rewrites over the past year;
- Loan types that experience higher than average delinquency or early default rates;
- New loan or investment products;
- Loans originated by new departments, personnel, or brokers;
- Loan types where loan volume or loan exceptions has increased dramatically;
Loans sold with recourse.

Look for differences in underwriting standards for the various loan subcategories. Use electronic loan data to facilitate your review, if available.

**Review of Homogeneous Asset Samples**

Review the selected sample of homogeneous loans to ascertain whether those made during the review period were underwritten in a prudent manner and in compliance with the association’s policies, and are classified appropriately. For determining whether an asset is underwritten in a prudent fashion, focus on the overall quality of the asset, the documentation of the borrower’s willingness and ability to repay the loan, and documentation for collateral support. Begin by reviewing a small sample of each risk type. Document your work and your conclusions but documentation of individual loan data on work papers is only needed when you plan to cite problems or deficiencies in the Report of Examination (ROE), or based on a regional office determination that documentation of individual loan data is appropriate and necessary in a particular instance.

An association’s underwriting policies often allow for exceptions to general underwriting standards. For example, an association may have generally applicable debt-to-income ratios for home mortgage loans, but may allow borrowers to exceed those ratios if the loan has other credit strengths such as a low loan-to-value ratio or the borrower has a high credit score. While a small amount of exception loans is not a supervisory concern, a large volume of exception loans subjects the institution to greater credit risk and should generally be subject to criticism in the ROE.

For associations with prudent underwriting standards, focus on whether the loan comports with internal standards. For loans that differ from internal standards, focus on whether the loan was prudently underwritten, whether departures from the association’s policies are justified and uniformly applied, and whether exceptions were authorized and appropriately reported to management or the board of directors.

Include in your review:

- Homogeneous assets (or commitments) that are unusually large in relation to their portfolios, because these assets are exceptions to the norm and may be commercial purpose loans; and

- Assets that are related to nonhomogeneous assets (such as loans to the same obligors, principals, guarantors, or otherwise for their benefit).

If the review of homogeneous assets reveals a level of credit risk higher than you had assessed during the sample selection phase (such as poorly underwritten loans, loans made as exceptions to stated underwriting standards, or groups of loans with documentation or performance issues), then consider expanding your sample to include additional loans within those groups.

When you note problems in the review sample, determine if the problems are isolated or systemic: whether there is a trend and whether material noncompliance with regulation and policy has, in fact, occurred. If there is a pattern of noncompliance with OTS and interagency policies, guidelines, and
regulations, determine the frequency and extent of such noncompliance. Rather than continuing to enlarge the sample to find every exception, focus on why the exceptions are occurring and how they affect asset quality. Then conduct any additional examination procedures needed and recommend corrective action.

**Review of Homogeneous Asset Classifications**

Confirm that the association’s classifications of homogeneous assets are based primarily on delinquency status. Loans should be classified in accordance with instructions in Examination Handbook Section 260, Classification of Assets, and CEO Memo 128, Uniform Retail Credit Classification and Account Management Policy, dated July 27, 2000.

**Sampling Guidelines for Nonhomogeneous Assets**

“Nonhomogeneous” assets are those where underwriting criteria are less likely to be uniform and classification decisions are based on broader considerations than just the loan’s delinquency status. For example, nonhomogeneous assets may include construction, land, and land development loans, commercial mortgage loans, multifamily mortgage loans, commercial loans, private placement, municipal and corporate securities, and other investments. For nonhomogeneous assets, you will use sampling to:

- Assess the quality and test the reliability of the association’s IAR program.
- Determine if you can use the results of the IAR program in meeting minimum examination sampling coverage standards.
- Verify the overall quality of the association’s assets, the soundness of and compliance with its underwriting standards and compliance with OTS and interagency policies, guidelines, and regulations.

OTS requires sampling of nonhomogeneous assets in all examinations. Sampling of nonhomogeneous assets is necessary to determine if:

- The association is applying prudent underwriting standards.
- The association is complying with applicable policies, guidelines, and regulations.
- The IAR function is adequate.
- Internal loan classifications are consistent with OTS and interagency classification standards.
- The portfolio quality is consistent with the association’s strategic objectives and acceptable from a safety and soundness point of view.

The extent of sampling will depend on your assessment of the adequacy of the association’s policies and underwriting standards, asset acquisition strategies, as well as its internal controls in these areas. If
an association has adequate policies, procedures, and controls, and performance is satisfactory, then you should be able to use the minimum sampling requirements outlined below to draw conclusions about asset quality. If, however, an association has marginal, inadequate, or poorly implemented underwriting policies, procedures, and controls, or performance levels or trends raise concerns, then you should review a larger sample to evaluate asset quality.

Sampling of nonhomogeneous assets should start with an estimate of the extent of adverse classification based on internal classifications, examiner classifications from the preceding examination, loan performance, the adequacy of lending policies and procedures and how effectively they are followed. Include both seasoned loans and loans made during the review period (because you are assessing overall asset quality and the association’s ongoing internal asset review procedures).

Based on the expected condition of the assets, set an initial coverage range for the review of the entire nonhomogeneous portfolio. Where available, use electronic loan data to facilitate your portfolio evaluation and sample selection.

You should sample two different populations of nonhomogeneous assets:

- First, sample loans reviewed by the association under its IAR program to determine whether the association properly reviews its assets, whether its classifications are consistent with regulatory and policy standards, and whether the IAR program is reliable for the purpose of including IAR program results in meeting minimum examination sampling coverage standards.

- The second sampling requirement is referred to as a judgmental sampling. The judgmental sample should focus on higher risk loans, new loan products, and loan types that may not be covered by the association’s IAR program.

The combined samples should generally total from 20 percent to 40 percent of the aggregate portfolio value of nonhomogeneous assets, depending on the risk profile of the portfolio. This includes nonhomogeneous assets reviewed by the institution’s IAR function if it is deemed reliable. You should review 10 percent of nonhomogeneous assets regardless of the IAR coverage; however, loans you review to assess IAR adequacy may be included in this total.

When sampling risk is minimal, you may select a combined sample size of 20 percent of nonhomogeneous loans. This applies to examinations of associations that:

- Are highly rated and well capitalized.
- Have high asset quality.
- Have excellent lending standards, underwriting policies, and internal controls.
- Exhibit no material areas of concern.
- Have a history of good portfolio performance and no significant asset quality problems.
• Have not experienced rapid growth in their nonhomogeneous portfolio, introduced new products, materially changed underwriting standards, or experienced material turnover in lending personnel.

In such circumstances, the Examiner-in-Charge, in consultation with the Field Manager, will determine what sampling coverage is appropriate for the institution, depending on the risk profile of the association, the time between examinations, and the scoping objectives.

**Evaluation of Internal Asset Review Programs**

Assess the structure, administration, scope, and results of the association’s IAR program. The association’s IAR program should be independent, staffed with experienced and well-trained personnel, and include periodic sampling of all asset types. The IAR should identify all major portfolio problems and provide an accurate assessment of the association’s overall asset quality. The IAR program should also assess risk of loss so management may determine appropriate levels of specific and general allowances. Review the association’s documentation of its IAR programs sampling process to ensure that all asset types were adequately sampled.

**CEO Memo 140, Effective Internal Asset Review Systems, and Attachment 1 of Appendix A to Examination Handbook Section 261, Adequacy of Valuation Allowances, provide further guidance for evaluating IAR programs.**

Use the results of your review in conjunction with other assessment factors to evaluate the effectiveness of the association’s IAR process.

If you determine that the IAR program is unacceptable due to its structure, coverage, or unreliability of findings, then you should proceed with the minimum examination sampling coverage (discussed below). In such cases, only include the assets you review in the minimum coverage standards. In order to initiate corrective action, discuss IAR program deficiencies with management, in the ROE, and in the meeting with the board of directors.

If you conclude that the IAR program is effective and its classifications are reliable, assets reviewed under the IAR program may be included in meeting the sampling coverage objective determined appropriate for the association during the scoping process.

**Sampling Methodology**

Use of a *statistical* sampling technique for review of internally reviewed nonhomogeneous assets in cases where you expect to count all assets covered by the IAR as part of the exam loan review coverage. In most cases you should use the *dollar-proportional methodology*, which works best for portfolios with a wide range of loan sizes. The dollar-proportional methodology is explained more fully under Sampling Overview.

If you do not plan to count IAR reviewed assets as part of the loan review coverage *nonstatistical* methods may be used. *Dollar cut-off* is one nonstatistical selection criteria that is effective at selecting the highest dollar exposure. OTS generally discourages the use of numerical interval sampling because it
often results in reviewing inconsequential and low risk assets; however, it may be appropriate in very large savings associations where it may be needed to achieve minimum coverage levels.

**Sampling of Nonhomogeneous Loans not Covered by the IAR**

In some cases the association’s IAR process may not include loan file reviews of all nonhomogeneous loans. For example, loans under a particular dollar exposure or with sufficient payment history may not be subject to individual reviews. However, an association’s credit risk management process should include some type of monitoring to assess the general level of credit risk that exists in the loans not reviewed. This monitoring may include some type of evaluation of economic factors that impact the loans such as property valuation trends. Portfolios with sufficient origination histories should be analyzed by vintage to detect unusual performance trends. An option for monitoring may also include performing a test on a portion of the portfolio by obtaining additional information such as updated cash flow coverage, collateral values, or credit histories.

If the IAR program of loan reviews and monitoring does not provide adequate coverage either through individual loan reviews or some monitoring process, you should consider performing additional loan review or increasing your coverage to assess the level of risk in these portfolios. Use whatever selection process is most efficient in determining the level of risk inherent in the assets not covered by the IAR. The selection criteria may be judgmental and rely on certain screening criteria such as: internal risk ratings, LTV, debt service coverage, year of origination, payment record, etc.

You may use IAR program findings for individual assets for examination purposes if the analyses are found to be reliable. You may use the findings even if the IAR program is incomplete, such as when the IAR program does not include reviews of insider loans or loans less than 90 days old. Although an IAR program may be incomplete in some respects, it may otherwise be adequate and may serve to inform you of problems identified by the IAR process.

**Judgmental Sampling of Nonhomogeneous Assets**

In addition to sampling assets reviewed under the association’s IAR program, an independent or judgmental sample is often appropriate. If you determine that the IAR program is unacceptable due to its structure, coverage, or unreliability of findings, then you must conduct a judgmental sample of the association’s loans. In addition, there are a number of other reasons for conducting a judgmental sample:

- To evaluate loans with a high potential for unrecognized loss, e.g., nonaccrual loans, and troubled, collateral dependent assets.
- To assess the adequacy of underwriting for new or high growth lending programs.
- To review loan portfolios not adequately covered by the IAR.
- To assess credit administration practices for obtaining current financial statements, financial statement analysis and monitoring, loan modification, and updating collateral values.
It is your responsibility to determine the appropriate level and scope of the judgmental sample. The sample methodology used for the judgmental sample should be designed to efficiently achieve the objective. For example, if the purpose of the sample is to test the underwriting of a new loan program, the selection of a risk-focused sample may be the appropriate sample methodology. However, if you are testing for the overall risk or potential of loss in a portion of the portfolio not covered by the IAR, a minimum cut off or dollar proportional sample would be appropriate. The judgmental sample should not be limited by origination date or performance. To target the groups of assets that are the most likely to warrant adverse classification in material amounts, the sample should include a selection of assets with high risk of material loss.

General guidance for dollar-proportional, minimum cut-off and judgmental sampling is discussed under Sampling Techniques.

**Review of Judgmental Sample**

Review the selected sample to ascertain whether the assets were underwritten in a prudent manner, in compliance with the association’s policies, and whether the association has properly classified them. The guidance provided in the various Asset Quality Handbook sections should help you evaluate whether the selected assets were prudently underwritten.

**Review of Previously Examined Assets**

In general, you should limit your analysis of performing, nonclassified assets reviewed in prior examinations to a quick review of the previous examination line sheets, the asset’s current performance, and new file information for indications of a material change in the condition or cash flow of the obligor or the collateral. Update the previous examination line sheets with the current balance, performance information, and current financial data. In most instances, a brief review of the updated line sheet will be all that is needed to determine if the asset is properly classified.

**Expanding the Scope of the Judgmental Sample**

Your total sample should be sufficient to allow you to assess the extent of any credit quality problems and their effect on recognized and unrecognized loan losses, valuation allowances, and capital. As the examination progresses and you assess the extent of any problems, you may need to expand your judgmental sample to ensure you have sufficiently assessed the association’s asset quality. If additional review increases adverse classifications and the need for loss recognition by a material amount (for example, if additional adverse classifications are material in relation to capital), you should increase the sample size. When a review of additional assets would not materially increase adverse classifications, loss recognition, or otherwise influence anticipated supervisory decisions, the sample is adequate.
Exhibit 1
Asset Groups with High Risk of Material Loss

Troubled assets, including assets:
- With principal or interest past due for 30 days or more;
- Renewed without principal reduction or interest collection;
- With interest only or interest reserve Commercial Real Estate loans;
- Designated as Troubled Debt Restructurings;
- With extended maturities or due dates;
- With significant capitalized interest;
- That are restructured troubled debts; or
- In nonaccrual status.

Loans identified as problems, including loans:
- Previously classified by examiners;
- Internally classified;
- On the thrift’s problem list or watch list; or
- Identified in director or committee minutes, audits, or other sources, as having more than normal risk.

Loans to borrowers in groups who present special risk, including loans to:
- Insiders (officers, directors, stockholders);
- Insiders of other financial institutions;
- Related interests of insiders;
- Entities with classified loans elsewhere;
- Customers with overdrafts or cash items; or
- Guarantors and principals of commercial borrowers.

Loans with collateral or repayment sources presenting special risk, including loans:
- In specific high-risk markets (e.g., subprime, commercial real estate, land speculation, leveraged buy-outs, start-up businesses, restaurants, mobile home loans and loans to mobile home dealers, and dealers of used cars.
- Out of territory loans.

Participations and loans sales that are:
- Purchased (both nonhomogeneous assets and portfolios of homogeneous loans);
- Sold with recourse;
- Sold with representations and warranties greater than 120 days; or
- Where significant or increasing repurchase (or buy backs) have occurred.

Other assets with special risks, including:
- Loans to facilitate sale of real estate owned;
- Risky concentrations of loan types or collateral;
- Nonaccrual investments;
- Real estate owned or in judgment;
- Defaulted or downgraded debt securities; or
- Assets not confirmed by auditors attempting positive confirmations.
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